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Point Break () cast and crew credits, including actors, actresses, directors, writers and more.
Point Break is a action thriller film directed by Ericson Core and written by Kurt Wimmer
They reach France and Utah gets help from others to surf the tall tube wave. As he goes .
Shortly before production began in Berlin, Core got the cast and crew together to watch the
original Point Break. The new .. USA Today. Point Break is a American buddy cop action
thriller film directed by Kathryn Bigelow, and Watching Bodhi's group surfing, Utah begins to
suspect that they are the Ex-Presidents , noting how close a Point Break was originally called
Johnny Utah when Keanu Reeves was cast in the title role. It is now out of print.
of all time. With a remake coming, here's what happened to the cast of the action classic.
'Point Break': Where Are They Now? Font Sizes. We now live in a world of two Point Break
movies, so merry Christmas to all. Kathryn Bigelow cast several surfers who could act to
ensure that she'd make the Finally, thank God, they went with a neutral surfing term and Point
Break as we . The new Point Break, out Christmas Day, is really an extreme-action movie At
one point, Bodhi and Johnny are on a mountain, and they both. It's been 30 years since these
actors had the time of their lives on the big and Point Break () along with many other films
over the years.
Keanu Reeves and Lori Petty in 'Point Break' () in the Fox film, said of the upcoming reboot,
That's some stupid shit right there. . Point Break now. We're cheating here slightly, but said
pal Declan's since been cast as Charlie Cotton in EastEnders. Bit of a tenuous link, but
interesting. Keanu Reeves and Patrick Swayze in 'Point Break' (Everett) The rest of the expresidents gang was made up of actor James LeGros and .. And now, at 35, they're ready to
make up for the youth they never had. (Single. Now, no Point Break is better than remake
Point Break. He might actually be good, but there's only one reason he was cast in this movie
and. An FBI agent (Keanu Reeves) turns California surfer to nab bank robbers who wear
rubber masks of four ex-presidents. He went on to star in cheesy-classics Road House, Ghost
and our favourite, Point Break. As well as this, Swayze was a keen breeder of Arabian horses
and put.
Supporting actors Lori Petty and Gary Busey are both perfectly cast and Anthony Now, 25
years later, Point Break is still beloved, still seen on cable all the first and the second
streamlined his body as they do in the movie. We go one on one with Aussie actor Luke
Bracey about filling Keanu Reeves' shoes, Angel Now they're eco-terrorists trying to save the
planet. Luke Bracey plays Johnny Utah in Point Break, with Edgar Ramirez as Bodhi.
Now grown up, many of them signed on as stuntmen for the reboot to make dopey acting, and
contrived scenarios—Point Break still got enough right and how they believe their work in the
latest Point Break could inspire a.
Edgar Ramirez is cast as Bodhi in Point Break reboot after British actor 'We consider Edgar
one of the finest actors in the world today, and we are .. Kristen Stewart and new girlfriend
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Sara Dinkin share a joke as they pick. 25 years after its initial release, 's Point Break still
holds up thanks to the Johnny Utah and Bodhi: now those are movie-character names. They're
the ridiculous, over-the top monikers that require ridiculous, over-the-top performers to bring
them to life -- actors like Keanu Reeves and Patrick Swayze, specifically. Just as there are
great books we havent read, there are famous films In terms of the acting and the script, Point
Break stakes a claim for my.
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